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ERGODIC THEOREMS FOR FOURIER TRANSFORMS
OF NONCOMMUTATIVE ANALOGUES OF VECTOR MEASURES

KARI YLINEN

ABSTRACT. Let G be a locally compact group and E a complex Banach

space. Let <j> : G —► E be a function which is the Fourier transform of a weakly

compact operator i>: C(G) —► E in the sense that $**(w(s)) = 4>(s), s 6 G,

where w: G —* IV*(G) C L(HW) corresponds to the universal representation

of C'{G). It is proved that lim¿ f <j> dßi = $* * (pw ), where pw is the projection

onto the space of the common fixed points of all w(a), s 6 G, and {ßi)iei is

an arbitrary net in the measure algebra M(G) satisfying supiej ||u>(/¿¿)|| < co,

\imiPi(G) = 1, and lim¿ \\(t>(pi*S, — Ih)(\\ = lim¿ ||w(jlJ*Ä,— /*¡*)£|| = 0 for all
s E G, £ G Hu. If E is a Hubert space and <f> left (resp. right) homogeneous, the

second (resp. first) of the last two limit conditions may be omitted. Finally, a

connection of such random fields <f> to a measurability condition is established.

1. Introduction and notation. The classical mean ergodic theorem for wide

sense stationary stochastic processes is a simple consequence of their spectral repre-

sentation (see e.g. [7, pp. 489, 529; 19, p. 10]). Since such a process <j> is expressible

in the form t i—> U(t)<f>(0) for a continuous unitary representation U of the time

domain, the result may also be directly seen as an instance of von Neumann's mean

ergodic theorem. The former approach has been generalized by Ponomarenko [15,

Theorem 3] for Fourier transforms of Banach space valued Borel vector measures

on the dual group of a locally compact Abelian group with a certain "ergodic"

sequence of functions. As exemplified by [18] (for related early work, see also [2,

3, 5]), in the noncommutative setting the study of ergodic properties of stochastic

processes (i.e., random fields) has traditionally remained in the generalized time

domain in keeping with the latter approach.

In this paper we switch the point of view by considering certain Banach and

Hubert space valued functions on a locally compact group as Fourier transforms

of noncommutative analogues of vector measures in the sense of [20], and prove

for such functions two closely related ergodic theorems. The first (Theorem 2.5)

significantly generalizes [15, Theorem 3], and the second (Theorem 3.1) is shown to

extend and complement [18, Theorem 2.1] on left or right homogeneous measurable

random fields. The main innovation here consists in the use of the group C*-algebra

and its bidual in proving ergodic theorems for functions defined on the group.

We let G denote a locally compact (not necessarily Abelian) group, C*(G) the

group G*-algebra of G, and W*(G) the bidual of C*(G) endowed with its usual

W "-algebra structure so that W*(G) is identified with the von Neumann algebra
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generated by the image of C*(G) under the universal representation u: C*(G) —>

L(HW). We also let w denote the corresponding continuous unitary representation

of G as well as its natural extension to M(G), the convolution Banach "-algebra

of bounded complex Radon measures (identified with the regular complex Borel

measures on G) [6, pp. 282-283]. The convolution of p, v G M (G) is denoted by

p*v, and 6S is the Dirac measure at s G G. The notation ||p||' = ||w(p)|| will be used

for p G M(G). We let E denote a complex Banach space. Generalizing the Fourier

(-Stieltjes) transform of a regular Borel vector measure on the dual group of a

locally compact Abelian group, the Fourier transform of a weakly compact operator

$: C*(G) -f E is the function <f>: G -> E defined by <p(s) = *"(w(s)). (Note

that <j>(s) G E, since the bitranspose $** of $ maps W*(G) into E C E**.) For

motivation, details, and references to background material, see [20]. In particular,

[20] contains several characterizations of the vector functions arising as Fourier

transforms in this sense.

An important role is played by the orthogonal projection of the Hubert space

Hu onto the fixed point space {£ G Hu\oj(s)£ = £ for all s G G}; we always denote

this projection by pw. Note that since w(s) G W*(G), the projection onto each

ker(l — w(s)) belongs to W*(G), and so pw, being their infimum, is also in W*(G).

2. The main result. At least since [2], various averaging sequences and nets to

serve the needs of noncommutative ergodic theory have been studied (see e.g. [18,

§1] for one such notion and a long list of examples). Some sort of convergence to

left or right invariance is the central theme and is closely tied with the amenability

of G [10]. The following definition is in line with this development.

2.1. DEFINITION. The net (p¿)¿6j in M(G) is said to be u)-strongly convergent

to right invariance if lim¿ ||w(p¿ * 8S — p¿)£|| = 0 for all s G G and £ G H^.

2.2. REMARK. The somewhat abstract condition above has an equivalent refor-

mulation directly in terms of G:

lim / f(t) d((pi *63- pi)* * (pi *6S- Pi))(t) = 0

for every s G G and every continuous positive-definite function / on G. This follows

easily from the considerations in [9, pp. 193-194].

The proof of the following lemma merely modifies a well-established pattern

descending from [3, p. 307] or even from [17, p. 275] (compare [5, pp. 184-185; 18,

pp. 204-206; 16, pp. 56-57; 11, p. 33; 12, pp. 178-179]).

2.3. LEMMA. Let (pi)%el be a \\ ■ ||'-6cmnded net in M(G), co-strongly conver-

gent to right invariance and satisfying lim¿ p¿(G) = 1. Then lim¿ ||u;(p¿)£—Pu,£|| = 0

for all £GHU.

PROOF. Suppose £ G H^ and e > 0. From the Alaoglu-Birkhoff mean ergodic

theorem as formulated e.g. in [4, p. 371] it follows that we can find si,..., sn G G

and ai,...,an G [0,1] such that J2k=i ak = 1 and for £o = J2k=i afew(sfc)í we

have ||£o — Pw£|| < t/2C, where G > supiej ||pi||'. Since

Mp¿)pw¿;|r?) = / (w(s)pu,£|r?)dpi(s) = p¿(G)(pw£|r?)
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for all r\ G H^, we have w(p¿)pa)t; = p¿(G)pw£. Since lim¿ Pi(G) = 1, there is thus

¿o G I such that

||Pu,£ - w(p¿)£o|| = Im¿(G)_1| ||w(pi)po,C - w(p¿)pi(G)£0||

< |pi(G)-1|G(||pa)$ - Coll + llío - w(G)&||) < e/2,    when t > i0.

Thus there is ¿i G I such that

||fttf{ - w(p»)f;|| < - + ||w(pi)ío - w(pi)r;||

£

2 +
^ Qfe[w(p¿ * ¿SJC - w(p»)£]
fe=l
n

< r+ ^ü!fc||cl;(pi*«5at-pi)f|| <e,    whent>«i.    D

fc=i

2.4. REMARK. Since llpill' = ||p*||' and pi(G) = p*(G), it immediately follows
from Lemma 2.3 that if (p«)»el is a. || - ||'-bounded net with lim¿ p¿(G) = 1 and such

that (p*)¿€j is w-strongly convergent to right invariance, then

lim |Mm*)Í~ íUII = 0

for all £ G Hu- Instead of formulating a left-handed version of Definition 2.1 we

prefer to work with (p*)¿ej. This enables us to avoid some inessential notational

complications. In fact, it turns out that a natural requirement in the left-handed

version would be lim¿ \\uj(6a * p¿ — Pi)*£|| =0.

We now assume that for the Banach space E, <b : G —► E is the Fourier transform

of some weakly compact operator $: C*(G) —► E. The defining relation (f>(s) =

<&**(w(s)) has the natural extension

(1) 1^ = **>(/!))
for all p 6 M(G) [20, p. 362]; the integral on the left makes sense because

</> is bounded and continuous [20, pp. 360-362]. Now $** is continuous from

o(W*(G), C*(G)*) to <r(E,E*), and so

(2) lim j 4>dm = *"{pJ)

with respect to a(E,E*) whenever

limui(pi) = pw
i

with respect to a(W*(G),C*(G)*). Since the strong operator topology on W*(G)

is finer than the weak operator topology which agrees with o(W*(G),C*(G)*) [6,

p. 265], from Lemma 2.3 and Remark 2.4 combined with the c(W*(G),C*(GY)-

continuity of the involution in W*(G) it follows that this is the case whenever

(Pi)iel is a || • H'-bounded net in M(G) such that lim¿p¿(G) = 1 and (pi)iei or

(p*)i€l is w-strongly convergent to right invariance. However, in order to prove

norm convergence in (2) we replace "or" with "and."
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2.5. THEOREM. Let (p¿)¿er be a || • \\'-bounded net in M(G) with lim¿ Pi(G) -
1. Suppose that both (p¿)¿gj and (p*)¿Gj are oj-strongly convergent to right invari-

ance.  Then
f

lim    / (bdpi -$**(pw)
»   \\J

= 0.

PROOF. Lemma 2.3 combined with Remark 2.4 shows that both lim¿u;(pi) = pw

and lim¿w(p¿)* = pw with respect to the strong operator topology of L(HM). It

follows that

(3) limu>(p¿)w(p¿)* = limw(p¿)*u;(p¿) = pi = pw
X X

with respect to the weak operator topology,and so with respect to o(W*(G),C*(G)*)

[6, p. 265]. The rest of the proof depends on a technique we also used in [20, p.

361]. Let £ > 0 be given. Using Theorem II.3 in [1, p. 289] we find a positive linear

functional g G C*(G)* and 6 > 0 such that when we denote C = sup¿ ||w(p¿)|] + 1

we have |(**/,ti)| < £/2G for all f G E* with ||/|| < 1 whenever u G W*(G),

\\u\\ < 1, and g(u*u + uu*) < 6. Denoting u¿ = (u>(pi) — pUJ)/2C we have ||ti¿|| < 1

and lim¿ g(u*Ui + UiU*) — 0 by (3) and the fact that the involution in W*(G) is

<7(W*(G),G*(G)*)-continuous. Thus there is z'o G I such that i > in implies

|</, •*>(«) - fc»))l = Wf,2Cu%)\ < e    for all / G ET,

11/11 < 1, i.e., Wjtbdm - ***(pu)|| < £ by (1).    D
2.6. REMARKS, (a) If (v>i)iel is a || • H'-bounded net in M(G), w-strongly

convergent to right invariance, and with lim¿ pi(G) = 1, it is easy to verify that the

net (pi)iel with p¿ = u* * V{ satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 2.5.

(b) If G is amenable, there are nets (p¿)¿ej with much stronger properties than

used in Theorem 2.5. For example, if (vx)iel is a net of (absolutely continuous

probability) measures strongly convergent to left invariance [10, p. 33], take p¿ =

Vi * is*. It is not immediately apparent if, conversely, the existence of a net as

in Theorem 2.5 forces G to be amenable; the net (pi)iei is not assumed to be

bounded in the total variation norm || • || (> || • ||'), and we are only assuming a

rather weak form of convergence to right invariance. However, G must be amenable,

if there is in M(G) a net (p¿)¿gj- with C = sup¿6j ||p¿|| < oo, lim¿ p¿(G) = 1, and

lim¿ \\pi*6a— Pi\\ = 0 (resp. lim¿ ||¿s*p¿-p¿|| = 0) for all s G G (so that in particular

left or right ergodic nets of functions in the sense of [18] can only exist for amenable

locally compact groups). To see this, it is enough to consider the latter case (of

convergence to left invariance), since ||r5s *p* —p¿|| = ||(p¿ *6s-i — p¿)*||. Modifying

an argument in [10, p. 34], regard (pi)iej as a net in the weak* compact ball

with center 0 and radius G in the dual of C(G), the Banach space of the bounded

continuous complex functions on G. Passing to a subnet if necessary, we may

assume that the net converges weak* to some p G C(G)*. It is easy to verify that p

is left invariant, and p ^ 0, since p(l) = 1. A standard method [13, p. 168] followed

by normalization produces a left invariant mean on C(G), so G is amenable.

2.7. EXAMPLE. Let G be commutative and I = N so that we have a sequence

of measures in Theorem 2.5; its existence is guaranteed if G is cr-compact (for a

more general result and references, see [8, p. 242]). Let T denote the dual group of

G. We identify C*(G) with Gn(r) as in [20, §5] via an isomorphism defined as the

unique isometric extension of the Fourier transformation on Ll(G) (regarded as a
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subspace of C*(G)). Since G0(r)* = M(T), the G*-algebra 7(F) of the bounded

complex Borel functions on T thus becomes identified with a *-subalgebra of W*(G)

via (u, f) = jr f du (see e.g. [20, p. 377]). It is not difficult to verify that oj(pi)
becomes identified with the Fourier-Stieltjes transform p, (the techniques of [20,

p. 373] will work; compare also [14, p. 30]). From Lemma 2.3 we conclude (see the

argument following (2)) that (using the identification C*(G)* = M(T))

(4) lim  / p\idv= (u,pj)
%-KX>J

for all u G M(T). Since supieN ||p¿||oo = supieN ||w(p¿)|| < co, it follows in partic-

ular that there is a function / G 7(T) such that lim¿^00p,('y) = /(^) = (f5-ppw)

for all 7 € V, and from the dominated convergence theorem it follows by (4) that

f f du = (u,pu) for all u G M(r), i.e., / is identified with pw. Since w(s)pw = pw for

all s G G, multiplication by the continuous characters of T does not change /, and

as these separate every 7 G T \ {e} from the identity element e of T, we must have

/(if) - 0 for all 7 G T \ {e}. Moreover, /(e) = linii^oc p¿(e) = lim^oo pi(G) = 1.

In short, we have proved that pw is naturally identified with X{e) 1 so that if m is the

regular Borel vector measure on T corresponding to the weakly compact operator

$: C*(G) -► E as in [20, p. 374], we have $**(pw) = m({e}). In particular, The-

orem 3 in [15] (after an obvious translational normalization) appears as a special

case of Theorem 2.5.

3. Homogeneous and related random fields. We conclude with a dis-

cussion of an important specialized situation. Let H denote a (complex) Hubert

space with inner product (•[•). A function (or "random field") <p: G —► H is called

left (resp. right) homogeneous if ((b(s)\<f>(t)) = (<j>(us)\(b(ut)) (resp. (<b(s)\(b(t)) =

((b(su)\<t>(tu))) for all s,t,uG G. If such a (b is weakly continuous, it is the Fourier

transform of some bounded (i.e., weakly compact, since H is reflexive) linear op-

erator $: C*(G) —► H [20, p. 381]. In such a case the requirements on (p¿)¿ej in

Theorem 2.5 may be somewhat relaxed.

3.1. THEOREM. Let (b: G —► H be the Fourier transform of a bounded lin-

ear operator $: C*(G) —* H. Let (p¿)¿ej be a || • \\'-bounded net in M(G) such

that lim¿ pi(G) = 1. // (pi)iel (resp. (p*)¿ej) is oj-strongly convergent to right

invariance and <b is left (resp. right) homogeneous, then

Il f
lim    / (pdpi -$**(pw)
«   \\J

PROOF. Assume first that (pi)iei is w-strongly convergent to right invariance

and <b is left homogeneous. There is a positive linear functional / on C*(G) such

that (#(x)|*(y)) = (y*x,f) for all x,y G C*(G) [20, p. 381]. Using the fact
that $**: W*(G) —► H is weak*-to-weak continuous, the involution in W(G) is

weak* continuous and multiplication separately weak* continuous, then from the

weak* density of C*(G) in W*{G) we conclude that ($**z|$**y) = (f,y*x) for all
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x,yG W*(G). Thus by (1) in §2 we get

Jcbd^-®**^)

= (i'Xp^lS'Xpi))) - («r(«(W))|»"(fv,))
- ($**(pu,)|***(W(pt))) + (*"(pw)|*"(pw))

= (f,oj(pt)*oj(pl)) - (f,puu}(m)) - (/,w(w)*Pw) + </,p£> -» 0,

because by Lemma 2.3 oj(pi) —> pw strongly, and there is £ G iíw such that (/, x) =

(x£|£) for all x G VF* (G) [6, p. 265]. This proves the theorem in the first case.

If (pi)iel is w-strongly convergent to right invariance, then u(p*) —» pw strongly

(Remark 2.4), and if <b is right homogeneous, then ($(x)|3>(y)) = (f,xy*) for some

positive linear functional / on C*(G) [20, p. 381]. Taking into account these

changes, the same argument as above may be used.    D

3.2. REMARK. If <f> is as in [21, Lemma 2] and (p¿)¿ej is as in Theorem 2.5

(so that both (p¿)¿gj and (p*)i&T are w-strongly convergent to right invariance),

then the conclusion of the above theorem holds, and essentially the same proof

(subsuming the two cases) works. Combining this observation with the dilation

theorem of [21], one would get an alternative proof of Theorem 2.5 in the case of

a Hubert space.

Theorem 3.1 complements (by characterizing the limit lim¿ f cpdpi) and gener-

alizes [18, Theorem 2.1] except that [18] only assumes a measurability condition

instead of continuity which is inherent in our approach. We are still going to prove

a result which shows among other things that in fact the measurable case studied

in [18] can be reduced to ours.

We take for granted the integration theory on locally compact Hausdorff spaces

and groups as expounded in [13]. We let A be a fixed left Haar measure of G,

we denote by M the cr-algebra of A-measurable sets, and we use the notation ds in

integrating with respect to A. A function <b: G —► H is said to be weakly measurable

if for all £ G H the function s i-» (</>(s)|£) is A-measurable; it is enough to require

that for each compact set K C G the restriction (<b(-)\£)\K is .M/(-measurable,

where Mk = {Ad K\A G M}. For example, if (Í1, A,P) is a probability space,

and F: G x il -+ C is such that F(s, ■) G L2 = L2(Q,A,P) for all s G G, and
that for each compact K c G F\K x il is measurable with respect to the product

cr-algebra Mk x A and sups€K /n |F(s,x)|2dP(z) < oo, then an easy application

of Fubini's theorem shows that the function <p: G —> L2, where (b(s) = F(s,-), is

weakly measurable.

As usual, we regard L1(G) = L1(G,X) as embedded in M(G); the formulas

for the induced involution and convolution (see [6, p. 282; 13, p. 291]) will only be

used for elements of JC(G), the space of continuous complex functions with compact

support. With a trifling deviation from [13, p. 141], a complex function is said to

be in L°°(G) if it is A-measurable and in modulus less than some finite constant

locally almost everywhere (l.a.e.); two such functions are identified if they agree

l.a.e. The integrals of the vector functions below are easily seen to exist in the

weak sense. (We only treat the case of left homogeneity, but the right-hand version

is essentially similar.)
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3.3. PROPOSITION. Let <p: G —* H be bounded and weakly measurable, and

let p be a complex function on G such that for locally almost every t G G we have

(<b(s)\<b(t)) = p(t_1s) for locally almost every s G G. Then

(a) p G L°°(G),

(b)

/(ff* * f)(s)p(s) ds = H f(s)gjtj(cb(s)\cb(t)) dsdt

= (jf(s)4>{a)da\jg(t)<mdt

for all f, g G K(G), and
(c) there is a bounded linear map ^/: C*(G) —* H whose Fourier transform

xb: G —> H is left homogeneous and satisfies

(5) Í f(s)çb(s)ds=  Í f(s)^(s)ds   forallfGLl(G).

PROOF, (a) For a suitable t0 G G, p(s) = p^^ins)) = (<b(t0s)\(b(to)) for

locally almost every s G G. Thus p G L°°, since the fonction s h-> (<A(£os)|<A(£o)) is

in L°°(G).

(b) The left-hand side equals

//
A(t-1)gJFT)f(r1s)p(s) dt ds

= H~g~(tjf(ts)P(s)dtds = ll~g~(t)f(ts)p(s)dsdt

= IIW)f(s)p(t-h)dsdt = llgJtjf(s)(<p(s)\(b(t))dsdt

= (j f(s)<b(s)ds\l g(t)<p(t)dt\.

(c) Taking f = g and noting that K(G) is dense in Ll(G) we see from (b)

that the continuous linear functional on L1(G) defined by p is positive, and so p is

l.a.e. equal to a continuous positive-definite function po [6, p. 288]. Let h be the

corresponding positive linear functional on C*(G) (denoted by Tp in [20, p. 359]).

Let r: Ll(G) —► C*(G) be the canonical injection, and define \I>o: t(K(G)) —► H

by *o(t(/)) = / f(s)(b(s)ds. From (b) it follows that

(6) (*o(r(/))|*o(r(ff))) = |(ff* * /)(•)*(«) ds = (r(g*)r(f), h)

for all f,g G K(G). Taking / = g we see that ||*o(r(/))||2 < ||ft|| ||r(/)||2, and

since t(K(G)) is dense in C*(G), ^o can be extended to a bounded linear operator

*: C*(G) -* H. From (6) it follows that (*i|*j/) = (y*x,h) for all x,y G C*(G),

and an argument used in the proof of Theorem 3.1 shows that (***x|^**2/) =

(h,y*x) for all x,y G W*(G); in particular (ip(s)\yb(t)) = (h,u(t)*uj(s)) = p0(¿_1s)

for all s, t G G, so ib is left homogeneous. The equation (5) holds by construction

and (1) in §2 for all / G K(G); as K(G) is dense in Ll(G), the general case follows

from this.    D
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